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Sueh paraHels as are available for the tenet coneerned with
"coming to be from Nothing" in MXG eh. 1 and the problematical
referenee to Athenagoras in eh. 2 suggest, say, the middle or even
the later part of the seeond century CE as t.p.q.; this independent
evidence agrees rather weH with the post-Agrippean date argued in
the present paper':').
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") A seminar on the subject of this paper was given at Saarbrücken, 4 July
1984. I wish to thank the late Karl-Heinz Ilting, and Carl Werner Müller, Peter
Steinmetz, and Woldemar Görler (who also wrote to me) for their critical observations. Thanks are also due to C. M. J. Sicking and Keimpe Algra, who read and
criticized earlier drafts, and to Jonathan Barnes, who made a number of most
pertinent observations on a later one.

THE FUNCTION OF THE LOeUS AMOENUS
IN THEOCRITUS' SEVENTH POEM';')
I

One reason for the compeHing interest which is aroused by
Theocritus' seventh poem would seem to be the faet that it contains both realistie and unrealistic elements. The presence in the
poem of elements of both kinds gives it a certain richness of texture. This paper will be concerned more with the tinrealistie than
") I am greatly indebted to Sir Kenneth Dover for some helpful comments.
Abbreviations: The following works are referred to by the surname of the author:
W. G. Arnott, Lycidas and Double Perspectives: A Discussion of Theocritus'
Seventh Idyll, Est. Clas. 87 (1984) 333 ff.; E. L. Bowie, Theocritus' Seventh Idyll,
Philetas and Longus, Cl. Q. 35 (1985) pp. 67-91; Archibald Cameron, The Form
of the Thalysia, Miscellanea di Studi Alessandrini in Memoria di A. Rostagni,
Turin 1963,291-307; K. J. Dover, Theocritus, Select Poems, London 1971; G.
Giangrande, Theocrite, Simichidas et les Thalysies, Ant. Class. 37 (1968) 491 H.;
A. S. F. Gow, Theocritus, edited with a translation and commentary, vol. 2,
Cambridge, reprinted 1965; S. Hatzikosta, A Stylistic Commentary on Theocritus
Idyll VII, Amsterdam 1982; A. Kambylis, Die Dichterweihe und ihre Symbolik,
Heideiberg 1965; Charles Segal, Theocritus' Seventh Idyll and Lycidas, Wien.
Stud. 8 (1974) 22 ff. (also in Poetry and Myth in Ancient Pastoral 110 H., Princeton
1981): G. Schönbeck, Der toeus amoenus von Homer bis Horaz, Diss. Heidelberg
1962.
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with the realistic aspects of the poem. Not that the former are in
any way more important than the latter, rather the two are of
equal importance, as is implied in the following formulation by
Arnott 1): 'The narrative portion of the poem juxtaposes two perspectives: one of natural realism, in which three walkers meet an
ordinary goatherd, and the other perspective blurred by veiled
allusions to an earlier literary traditIOn in which gods appeared to
men in human disguise and endorsed their poetic careers.' In particular the goatherd Lycidas is presented with such detailed and
uncompromising realism that it might seem vain to look for any
non-realistic motifs in hirn. It appears, however, that 'from the
very first a supernatural atmosphere surrounds Lycidas'2). Indeed
it has been shown, especially by Cameron3), that Theocritus has
modelled the story oE the meeting of Lycidas and Simichidas on
stories of encounters of gods with human beings. Some of the
features which Theocritus' story shares with encounter stories are
its setting on the road between city and country, the fact that
Lycidas converses with Simichidas alone, and not also with his
companions, the significant time of day, which in our poem is
noon, and the giving of a gift.
The two perspectives, to use Arnott's term, can be seen in
Lycidas' offer and presentation of the AaywßaAov to Simichidas 4).
The story is fuHy intelligible on the plane of realism, but, as Arnott and many other scholars have shown, it 'can be seen to translate into everyday, human terms an old tradition revived in Hellenistic times which sanctified the moment when a poet came of age
with the image of a divine encounter and sometimes also a divine
gift'S). Immediately after he has given Simichidas the AaywßaAov
Lycidas goes off by hirnself btl, IIu;a~, and Simichidas and his
friends arrive at the farm of Phrasidamus without hirn. The departure of Lycidas resembles the abrupt departure of a god from the
human scene, a regular feature of stories of divine encounter, after
he has delivered his message and, in some cases, given his gift.
Cameron remarks that 'it is characteristic of scenes of encounter
that they are complete in themselves and end on a note of finality
which separates them from their context,6).
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Arnott p. 344.
Segal p. 31.
Cameron passim.
Arnott pp. 341f.
Arnott p. 342.
Cameron p. 305.
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Although this is true, such a formulation might be misleading
if it were to obscure the fact that in such stories the departure of
the god is regularly followed by some indication of the result of his
visitation. This sequel to the encounter can be regarded as an
essential element in the story. It will be worth looking at a few
stories of encounter to observe the connection of the sequel with
the encounter itself. Some of the examples will be especially relevant to Theocritus 7.
In Suetonius' story7), the iuvenes gemini augustiore forma
stroke the cheeks of Nero's ancestor, L. Domitius, thus making
his beard the colour of bronze. That their departure does not mean
the end of their influence is clear from the sequel: quod insigne
mansit et in posteris eius, ac magna pars rutila barba fuerunt. In
Herodotus 8) a change in appearance is also the result of a divine
encounter. The wife of Agetus, later of Ariston, was ugly as a
baby. Every day her nurse took her to the temple of Helen in
Therapne. One day a woman, whom we must suppose to be Helen, appeared to the nurse: 't~v öE (Helen) xa'tu'\jJwauv 'tO'Ü :rtmöLou
't~v XECPUA~V d:rtm roc:; XUAAL<1'tEUaEL :rtuaEOJV 'tWV EV ~:rtaQ'tTI yuvmxwv.
a:rto fJ.EV ö~ 'tuu'tTlC:; 'tijc:; tlfJ.EQTlC:; fJ.E'ta:rtWELV 'tO döoc:;.
In Iliad 24 Hermes appears to Priam disguised as a young
man, and escorts hirn to Achilles' hut. He teIls Priam to enter the
hut, and clasp Achilles' knees (465). He then departs to Olympus,
and Priam carries out his instructions. Here the sequel is of a
common type, in which amortal obeys a command he has received
from a god during his encounter with hirn.
In the next four examples the encounter is the occasion for
the giving of a gift, as in Theocritus 7. In Odyssey 5.346 ff. Ino
gives Odysseus the XQ~ÖEfJ.VOV with instructions for its use. Gift
and command are here two different aspects of the same action; in
general, it will be seen that these two features of an encounter are
likely to go closely together. After making her gift, Ino immediately sinks into the sea. Odysseus obeys her in binding it round hirn
(373), and in returning it to her (459ft), after benefiting from its
protection. In Odyssey 10.302 Hermes, disguised as a young man
as in Iliad 24, gives Odysseus the fJ.WAU, and then departs for
Olympus. In the sequel the herb protects Odysseus from the wiles
of Circe, as Hermes had foretold.
In Pindar's Fourth Pythian a god appears to the Argonaut
Euphamus and gives hirn a clod of earth (yuiuv 21, ßWAUXU ÖmfJ.o7) Nero 1.
8) Herodotus 6.61.
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VLUV 37). The sequel is that it is washed ashore on Thera (42 f.),

thus effecting the colonization of Cyrene from Thera (14-16,19 f.,
50-57). Pindar calls the clod of earth ~ELVLU (22) and ~EvLov (35);
similarly the AUYWßOAOV which Lycidas gave to Simichidas was a
~ELV~i:ov (Theocritus 7.129). The god who appeared to Euphamus
wore the guise of a man ({tE<!> (lvEQL döoftEvlp 21, cf. 28 f.), like
Hermes in Iliad 24 and Odyssey 10. Similarly, when Odysseus
returns to Ithaca Athene meets hirn in the form of a young noble
shepherd (Odyssey 13.221 f.). The adoption of human disguise by
the gods makes a partial parallel with Theocritus 7, in which Lycidas is wholly human. Nevertheless 'the words used to introduce
Lycidas' physical appearance (oUöE XE tL~ VLV / f]YVOL~(JEV LÖWV, End
uLnOAlp E~OX' E<PXEL 13 f.) recall, with a typically Hellenistic combination of verbal precision and connotative ambivalence, the
language used by Homer and other early poets in the epic tradition
to describe the sudden appearances of gods - never of humans - on
the scene (Iliad 1.537, 2.807, 13.28; Odyssey 5.78; H. Hermes
243; Hesiod, Theog. 551)'9).
Pindar's Thirteenth Olympian also contains the story of an
encounter in which a ~od makes a gift to a man. This particular
encounter takes place 10 a dream. In spite of their importance in
ancient literature Cameron gives no examples of dream encounters, so it may be appropriate to consider this genre briefly,
though an exhaustive study is beyond the scope of this paper. In
01. 13 Bellerophon slept on the altar of Athene (75 f.), and she
appeared to hirn in his sleep. She gave hirn the XQ'lJaaftn'lJ~ XUALVO~
(65 f., 78) with which to tarne Pegasus. On hearing her words, he
woke up (72). He seized the bridle, and on the advice of the seer
Polyidus, obeyed Athene's instructions and succeeded in taming
Pegasus. It will be seen that the sequel is of the type in which the
human being carries out the instructions he has received from the
god in the encounter 10).
Accounts of dreams inevitably exhibit two of the features
which Cameron has shown are typical of divine encounters. The
first of these is the presentation of scenes of encounter as selfcontained, and separated from their context ll ). It is general human
experience that when we dream, we feel that oUf dreams are imme9) Arnott p. 339 and n.25.
10) Dreams in which a respected personage reveals to the dreamer what he
should do belong to the class of dreams called XQ1']!!atLa!!OL (E. R. Dodds, The
Greeks and the Irrational pp.107ff.).
11) Cameron p.305.
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diately followed, or interrupted, by waking up. So in the case of
dream encounters, the discontinuity between the encounter and its
sequel is grounded in ordinary experience, although it mayaIso be
dramatically eHective, as in Pindar's story of Bellerophon. This
discontinuity is sometimes expressed very simply, as for example
in Od. 19.551, at the end of Penelope's account of the dream in
which an eagle kills twenty of her geese: w<; EqJUl;' (the eagle), a\,,:uQ
E!!E !!EAL'ljÖi)<; 1Jn;vo<; avi'ixE, and in Cicero, at the end of Scipio's
dream: ille discessit; ego somno solutus sum (Rep. 6.29). But sometimes the drama of the moment is heightened, as in Virgil, Aen.
5.740 H., with the pathos of the vanishing of the ghost of Anchises
and Aeneas' passionate response: dixerat et tenuis fugit ceu fumus
in auras. / Aeneas 'quo deinde ruis? quo proripis?' inquit, / 'quem
fugis? aut quis te nostris complexibus arcet?'
Dreams also show another of the features which Cameron
mentions as typical of divine encounters 12 ). He remarks that it is
when men are alone that gods appear to them, or, if they are not
alone, their presence is perceived only by those to whom they have
chosen to appear, and not by the other people who are present 13 ).
This belief is reflected in Theocritus 7 in the fact that Lycidas
addresses Simichidas alone (21 H.), not his companions as weIl,
who are ignored throughout the conversation between Lycidas
and hirn, and reappear only after the departure of the former
(131 f.). A dream is an experience which only an individual, and
not a group of people, can have, so dream encounters inevitably
conform to the general pattern of divine encounters in this respect.
The fact that accounts of dreams show some of the features of
divine encounters inevitably, and not as a result of artistic choice,
might seem to reduce their importance in a consideration of the
encounter as a literary motif. However dreams were taken seriously in the ancient world as a source of divine guidance, and so they
cannot be ignored here. Indeed their importance was so great that
they may have moulded the conception which the ancients had of
divine encounters which took place in waking life, though this
possibility cannot be fully explored here.
12) Cameron p. 300.
13) Cf. A. W. Bulloch on Callimachus, Hymn 5.101 f. (p. 213) 'Gods could
... appear to some while remaining invisible to others'. Longus (2.29.1) makes
playful use of this motif: xat 'Wü'w f-lEV ltEQLLatU"!:aL XUXl.ljl t~V XI.OT]v WaltEQ

XOQo~, aXLQtWVta xat ßI.T]xOOf-lEVa xat Öf-lOLa XaLQOUOLV' aloE tWV al.l.oov atltOI.OOV aIYE~ xat ta ltQoßata xat ta ßouXOI.La Xata xooQav Ef-lEVEV EV XOLI.U VT]t,
Xa~altEQ aUta toÜ f-lEI.OU~ (the sound of Pan's flute) f-l~ xT]1.0ÜVtO~.
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In none of the passages mentioned so far is the dream stated
to have been seen at any particular time of the night. But Achilies
say's that the ghost of Patroclus was by his side for the whole night
(Iliad 23.105f.): :TtUWUXLTj yaQ flOL IIatQoXAT]Oi; ÖELAoio / '\jJux'ij
ElpEO"tt'jXEL yo6waa 'tE flUQOflEVTj 'tE. Then, almost immediately after
he wakes up, dawn appears (Il. 23.109). Clearly, it is dramatically
effective for the end of the dream to coincide both with waking
and with the coming of the dawn.
In post-Homeric times there are many examples of dreams
occurring at the end of night, just before dawn. Europa saw her
dream VUX'tOi; Ö'tE 'tQL'tUWV AaX0i; i:a'tatm, EyyU'Öt Ö' ~Wi; (Moschus
2.2), that is at a time when, according to a conventional belief,
dreams were reliable (cf. Moschus op.cit. 5 El'i'tE XUL (l'tQEXEWV :TtOLfluLvE'tm E'fivoi; ÖVELQWV). W. Bühler14 ) comments that although
other exampies of this belief are not found until later than Moschus, the way in which he expresses it shows that it was already
widespread in his days. It seems likely that the fact that it is dramatically effective for dreams to appear before dawn contributed to
the growth of the convention associating them with this time of
night, quite apart from the influence of the belief inthe veracity of
such dreams. With Bühler's examples compare also Longus 3.28.1
UL flEV (Nufllpm) m'Üm d:Tto'Üam 'tn VUX'tL aUVU:TtT]A{}OV' YEVOflEVTji; ÖE
tlflEQUi; avu:TtTjöt'jaui; 6 i1alpVLi; :TtEQLXUQ'iji; T]AUUVE QOL~qJ :TtoU<!> 'tai;
UIYUi; di; 't'ijv VOflt'jV. Here Darhnis on waking seeks immediately to
carry out the instructions 0 the Nymphs.
Some traditional features also appear in Apuleius' presentation of Lucius' vision of Isis. Lucius first went to sleep at the
beginning of the night: nam et ultimam diei metam curriculum
solis deflexerat, et vespernae me quieti traditum duleis somnus oppresserat (Met. 10.35). He then woke circa primam ferme noctis
vigiliam (ib. 11.1). After praying to the regina caeli he went to
sleep again (ib. 11.3). Isis then appeared to hirn, addressed hirn,
and left hirn: sie oraculi venerabilis fine prolato numen invictum in
se recessit. nec mora, cum somno protinus absolutus pavore et gaudio ac dein sudore nimio permixtus exsurgo, summeque miratus
deae potentis tam claram praesentiam, marino rore respersus magnisque imperiis eius intentus monitionis ordinem recolebam (ib.
11.7). Here also the dreamer wakes at dawn. The vision brings

14) Winfried Bühler, Die Europa des Moschos (Hermes Einzelschriften 13)
Wiesbaden 1960, p. 52.
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Lucius mental relief (cf. marcentem animum ibo 11.3), and he
resolves to carry out the instructions of the goddess.
To return to the consideration of encounter stories in general,
an appearance of a god to a man would seem pointless if it had no
consequences, and in fact it seems impossible to find any such
stories which lack a sequeI. It sometimes happens, however, that
the sequel is indicated in advance, when the god is still on the
scene, and not after his departure. Consider the following story of
Athene strengthening Achilies (11. 19.350-356):
TJ ö' äQ3tTI ELX1JLU "tUV1J3t"tEQ1JYL ALY1JqJWV!p
oVQuvoii EXXU"tE3tUA"tO ÖL' uL{tEQO<;. Ull"t<lQ 'AXaLoi
ulntxu {t<oQ1)ooov"tO xU"tCt O"tQu"tov' TJ Ö' 'AXLAijL
VEX"tUQ Evi O"t1)ltWOL xui u!J.ßQootT)V EQU"tELVi]V
O"tus', LVU !J.1) !J.LV AL!J.O<; U"tEQ3ti]<; yovvult' LXT)"taL,
uV"ti] ÖE 3tQo<; 3ta"tQO<; EQWltEVEO<; :n:1JXLVOV öw
<!>XE"tO.
After saying that the goddess returned to her father's house, Homer does not add that Achilies feit relief from hunger. But this was
superfluous, for we are left in no doubt that Athene accomplished
her purpose LVU !J.1) !J.LV AL!J.O<; U"tEQ:n:i]<; yovvult' LXT)"taL.
An example on a larger scale is offered by the Homeric hymn
to Aphrodite. The last line of the poem (apart from the poet's
valediction) records Aphrodite's leaving Anchises: w<; Ei:n:oiio' i\LSE
:n:Qo<; oUQuvov ljVE!J.OEV"tU (291). No statement of a sequel to her visit
folIows, but this is unnecessary, because she has in her final speech
to Anchises (192-290) foretold the birth of Aeneas, and described
the arrangements for his upbringing (256-280).
Compare also Herodotus' story15) of Helen improving the
appearance of the baby who grew up to be the wife of Ariston.
Here the sequel comes in the normal place at the end of the narrative: u:n:o !J.EV öi] "tuv"tT)<; "tfj<; TJ!J.EQT)<; !J.E"ta:n:WELV "t0 döo<;. But the
nature of the transformation would not be clear without the indications given earlier, one of which is Helen's prophecy 00<; XUAALO"tEVOEL :n:UOEffiV "tWV EV ~:n:uQ"tTI Y1JVaLxwv.
Finally, we may consider some encounters concerned with
the writing of poetry, which for this reason, as it may appear later,
are of particular relevance to Theocritus 7. Most important is the
appearance of the Muses to Hesiod in the Theogony (22ff.), because Lycidas' gift of the stick to Simichidas 'could not fail to
15) 6.61 cf. p.278 above.
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remind any Greek'16) of the Muses' gift of a branch of laurel to
Hesiod on that occasion. The epiphany took place under Helicon,
in remote scenery naturally suited to divine epiphanies 17). The
country road in Cos where Lycidas met Simichidas is less remote,
but is also far from the bustle of the town, and Cameron has
shown that the road between town and country is a typical setting
for an encounter 18 ). In the lines (22-34) describing the epiphany of
the Muses to Hesiod they are not said to have appeared to hirn at
any particular time of day. But in the proem of the poem, which
immediately precedes the epiphany, and describes some of their
habitual activlties, they are said to descend from Helicon by night
(EWUXLaL <n€LXOV 10). So it seems likely that the particular incident
of their epiphany should also be imagined as taking place at
night 19). Asc1epiades, with no sugport from Hesiod's text, gives
noon as the time of the epiphany2 ). It is of interest that he should
feel it appropriate for the Muses to apfear at this hour, a time of
day which, like night, had supernatura associations, and the time
at which Lycidas met Simichidas.
Hesiod's narrative is rather bare, and Cameron observes that
'the scene of the epiphany is recorded, but not its exact manner,
and it cannot be added directly to the examples from Homer'21)
(e. g. the encounters of Hermes with Priam in 11. 24 or with Odysseus in Od. 10). However some typical features of an encounter
are found in the following lines (Theog. 30-34):
xaL !-t0L aXTpt'tQOV eÖov MqJv1]~ EQL\h]A€O~ ö~ov
öQE'ljJaaaL, \h]1]'tov' EVEl'tV€Uaav öE !-tot aM~v
{}EartLV, Lva XA€Lot!-tL 'tu 't' Eaao!-t€Va l'tQo 't' EOv'ta,
xaL !-t' EXEAOVW V!-tV€LV !-taxuQwv YEVO~ ai€v EOV'tWV,
aqJä~ Ö' atl'ta~ l'tQ<lnov 't€ xai üa'tatOv ai€v udöELv.

The motif of the gift appears here both in the laurel branch and in
the aM~ {}EartL~ which the Muses breathe into the poet. Certainly
Hesiod saw song as a gift from the Muses, cf. Theog. 93 Mouauwv
[€Q~ ö6aL~ uV{}QWl'tOLOLV, 103 öffiQa {}€UWV 104 xaLQ€'t€ 'tExva 8LO~,
16) Dover p. 149.
17) Cf. E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational p. 117 for epiphanies of
gods in lonely mountainous rlaces.
18) Cameron pp. 297 f .
19) Cf. C. W. Müller, Die Archilochoslegende, Rh. Mus. 128 (1985) p. 102
and n. 7.
20) Gow-Page, Hellenistic Epigrams 45.1. For the associations of noon with
the supernatural cf. Cameron p. 301, A. W. Bulloch on Callimachus, Hymn 5.72.
21) Cameron p. 294.
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ö6tE Ö' L[.tEQOWOUV aOLÖ~v22). With the second gift, and, indeed,
with both gifts, is associated another traditional feature of a divine
encounter, a command: XUL [.t' EXEAOV"tO ... aELÖEtV.
At this point, after delivering their command, the Muses
leave Hesiod, though this typical feature of an encounter story is
not expressed. There can be no doubt, however, that it must be
understood, as it is, for example, in Suetonius, Nero 1.1. In Pindar, Pyth. 4.36 f. Euphamus receives the ßö:JAa~ ÖaL[.tOVLU from the
god, and we must suppose, though this is not stated, that the god
then parts from hirn. In 11.17.545 Athene descends from heaven to
stir up the Greeks. Disguised as Phoenix, she rouses Menelaus,
and (569-573) gives hirn strength and daring. At this point we
must suppose she leaves the scene, though this is not stated. At the
beginning of 11. 19 Thetis brings the armour made by Hephaestus
to Achilles. In 19.37-39 she gives her son strength and treats the
body of Patroclus, and then, although this has to be understood,
she leaves the world of men.
After the departure of the Muses, Hesiod obeys their command (Theog. 34) to sing of them first: "tuvTj, Movouwv aQxw[.tE1'tu
(36).
Another poet who met the Muses was Archilochus, as we
read in the inscription of the third century B.C. discovered on
Paros in 1950 (Suppl. Epigr. Gr. XV [1958] 517)23). They appeared
to hirn, in the form of mortal women, when as a boy (EH VEW"tEQOV
oV"ta col. 11.22 f.) he had been sent by his father d~ aYQov, d~ "tOV
Ö"ii[.tov, ö~ XUAEL"taL AEt[.tö:JVE~ (col. 11.24) to sell a cow. The country
setting is a feature which this story shares both with Hesiod's
meeting with the Muses, and Simichidas's with Lycidas. He met
the Muses at night (cf. avao"tuv"ta J'tQWL"tEQOV "t"ii~ vvx"to~, OEA~VTj~
AUf.AJtOUOTJ~ col. 11.26), and night is a time when gods may be about;
similarly in Hesiod the Muses descend from Helicon by night
(Theog. 10)24). The story of Archilochus' encounter with the Muses contains an indication of its sequel: ... J'tQOOEA1'tOV"tU OXWJ't"tELV,
"t<l~ ÖE öE~uo1'taL au"tov [.tE"t<l J'taLÖLli~ xai YEAW"tO~ (col. 11.30 f.). His
mockery of them, and their favourable response to hirn in a similar
spirit, point to his future success as composer of iamb?5). The
22) Cf. Arehiloehus 1.2 MouOEwv EQaTOV öWQov with D. A. Campbell's
note (Greek Lyrie Poetry p.141), Catullus 68.10 munera ... Musarum with C.].
Fordyee's note, Kambyhs p. 15 n.29.
23) Cf. C. W. Müller, op. eit. pp. 99 ff.
24) Cf. M. L. West ad loe.
25) C. W. Müller, op. eit. p. 107.
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Muses gave hirn a lyre; though no divine command is expressed,
one is implied, as clearly the lyre is to be played. The fragmentary
inscription gives information about Archilochus' later life, which
can be seen as the seguel to his encounter with the Muses, but the
encounter itself has mdicated the nature of the sequel. With the
Muses' gift of a musical instrument compare their gift of Hesiod's
pipes to GaIlus, through the agency of Linus, in Virgil, Ecl.
6.69-71, a gift which is accompanied by a command (ibid. 72 f.).
An experience in some ways resembling a divine encounter
made Pindar a poet, according to Pausanias (9.23.2)26). When on
his way to Thespiae in the hot season the young Pindar lay down
to sleep at noon. Some bees flew up and made wax on his lips.
From that time he began to compose songs. Here, as with Archilochus, a country journey is the occasion for an experience which is
beyond the range of the normal. The time of day is the significant
time of noon 27 ).
Two dream encounters which are attributed to Pindar show
the pattern of a command or the like being given in the dream,
which is later obeyed by the dreamer 8). Pausanias (9.23.3) teIls
how in his old age Pindar saw Persephone in a dream, who told
hirn to write a hymn to her. After his death he appeared to an old
woman in a dream and sang a hymn to Persephone, which she
wrote down on waking. The other story is in the vita Ambrosiana
of Pindar9). In a dream Demeter blamed hirn for not having written a hymn for her, alone of the gods. He then wrote one to her.
Similarly, it was in obedience to a command which had repeatedly
come to hirn in dreams that Socrates composed a hymn to
ApoIl 0 30).
The same pattern is found in Pausanias' story (1.21.2) of
Aeschylus' dream: E<pl] OE AtOXUAOc; !tELgUXLOv WV xa{}EUOELV EV ayg<p
<plJAUOOWV O'ta<plJAUC;, xa( OL ßLOVVOOV ETtLO'tuV'ta XEAEüom 'tgay<po(av 3tOLELV' Wc; OE ~v ~!t€ga - 3tEh'tw{}m ya.g E{}€AELV - Q~O'ta TjOl]
3tELgW!tEVOc; 3tOLELV. Here again there is a country setting. Aeschylus

is very young here, as Archilochus was when the Muses appeared
to hirn, and his task of guarding a vineyard is a humble one, as was
26) Cf. Kambylis p. 60.
27) In some ways similar is the story in Pausanias 9.30.10. A shepherd leant
against the tomb of Orpheus at noon. He fell asleep, and while asleep sang some
poems of Orpheus in a loud and sweet voice.
28) Cf. Pindar, 01. 13 (p.279 above).
29) Drachmann, vol. 1 p. 2.6, cf. Kambylis p. 107.
30) Plato, Phaedo 60E.
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Archilochus' task of selling a cow. It is appropriate that Dionysus,
the god especially associated with tragedy, should inspire a future
tragedian. Similarly, when Archilochus met the Muses his future
as a writer of iambi, rather than as a poet in general, was adumbrated.
Callimachus had a dream encounter with the Muses 3!), and
Hesiod's meeting with the Muses was sometimes interpreted as a
dream, thouRh 'the direct evidence for this view is scanty and
mostly late,3 ). Ennius had a dream encounter with Home~3), and
Propertius a dream in which he received poetic guidance first from
Apollo, and then from the Muses 34 ). In his Somnium Lucian
claims to have received guidance in a dream. When he was very
young (UVtL:1tr UC; E'n WV 16), the same age as Archilochus and
Aeschylus in the stories concerning them, he saw two women,
'EQ/lOYA:UCjJLXi] 'tEXVT] and TImöELu, in a dream. They compelled hirn
to decide which of them he should follow, and he chose the latter.
The pattern of command followed by obedience appears clearly in
two other examples from the time of the Roman Empire. The eIder
Pliny composed his history of the German wars at the bidding of
the ghost of Nero Drusus, who begged hirn in a dream to defend
his memory35), and Cassius Dio had a similar experience: ... XU'tEöUQ'l'tov, XUL /lOL XU'l'tEUÖOV'tL :1tQoaE'tu~E 'to Öm/lOVLOV LULOQLUV YQ6.CjJELV. XUL oihw öi] LaÜLa :1tEQL d)v vüv xu'l'tLULU/lm EYQU'llm36).
In connection with stories of men receiving the gift of poetry
in dreams, it is worth noticing the experience of Melampus, although he was a prophet, and not a poet. While he slept some
snakes cleansed his ears with their tongues. When he awoke he was
able to understand the voices of birds, and from them to foretell
the future 3?).
The last encounter concerned with poetry which we will look
at, Callimachus, Aetia 1 fr. 1, is not a dream encounte~8). In it the
poet, now an old man (cf. 6 'twv Ö' ELEWV f] öExac; ovx 6A.LYTJ), recalls
that when he began to write poetry Apollo gave hirn some guidance on the kind of poetry he should write. His response was (29):
31) Cf. schol. in Callimachum, Pfeiffer vol. 1, p. 11, Anth. Pal. 7.42 (Kambylis pp. 70 ff.)
32) West on Hesiod, Theog. 22-34 (p. 158).
33) O. Skutsch, The Annals of Ennius (Oxford 1985) pp. 147ff.
34) Propertius 3.3 (Kambylis pp. 125 H.).
35) Pliny, Epist. 3.5.4.
36) Cassius Dio 73.23.2.
37) Arollodorus 1.9.11 with]. G. Frazer's note.
38) C. Kambylis pp. 75 H.
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't<!> nu't6fJ.l'jJv. Only the final v is in the papyrus; the suprlement, of
Wilamowitz, is accepted by Pfeiffer. An indication 0 the poet's
willingness to obey the god's command is just what might be
expected here, as in the story of Aeschylus 39): nE({tw{}at yaQ WeAELV. Cf. also Pindar, 01. 13.79 f.: EvtJnvLqJ ö' ~ 'tuXL<na nL{}eu{}at /
xEA~Uat6 fJ.LV 40 ), and Pyth. 4.36 oVö' cmL\'tl'jue Lv 41 ). In his reply to
the ghost of Patroclus Achilles says (Il. 23.95f.): aUtaQ EYW toL /
nuv'ta fJ.UA' EXtEAEW xat neLuofJ.at w~ ui! XEAEUEL~42). Pfeiffer notes
that in his recollection of this passage (Ecl. 6.3-8) Virgil records
his compliance with the command of Apollo. But even if 't<!>
mMfJ.l'jv were rejected, the first part of the poem (1-20) would still
show that Callimachus had accepted Apollo's guidance (note especially 20 ßQov'täv oux EfJ.6v, UAAa LlL6~).

II
The foregoing survey of encounter stories suggests that if it is
true that Theocritus has adapted the traditional form of a story of
an encounter between god and man to his story of the meeting of
Lycidas and Simichidas, it may be expected, if it is not inevitable,
that the part of the poem which immediately follows Lycidas'
departure should somehow express the result of the encounter.
Immediately after he has left them Simichidas and his companions
lie down in an attractive spot at the farm of Phrasidamus, and
enjoy some good wine. The lush scenery is described in detail. The
poem concludes with the prayer of Simichidas that he may again in
the future, as he has done on this occasion, plant a winnowing fan
on Demeter's heap of corno The question then arises, in what sense
can this part of the poem, or at least the description of the picnic
spot WhlCh immediately follows Lycidas' departure, express the
result of his meeting with Simichidas.
In some of the encounter stories which we considered it appeared that the narrative of the encounter contained indications of
the nature of its sequel. It will be worth seeing if this is true in our
poem. I shall therefore attempt abrief survey of the part of the
poem devoted to the encounter, without exploring all the many
controversial points of interpretation which it contains.
39)
40)
41)
42)

Pausanias 1.21.2 (pp.285f. above).
p.279 above.
pp. 278 f. above.
p.281 above.
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At the very beginning of the encounter we are told that it
took place auv MOLaO.L<JL (12), a clear hint that its orientation may
be poetic. Theocritus states clearly that Lycidas was a goatherd
(13), and his goatherd's dress is described in realistic detail
(15-19). However the goatherd has no goats 43 ), and it is not even
stated that Lycidas has entrusted them to a fellow herdsman to
look after in his absence 44 ). This apparent departure from realism
raises the possibility that he is more than a simple goatherd.
Lycidas, as the senior of the two men, is the first to speak. He
addresses Simichidas 'with the relaxed, slightly patronizing confidence of an older man speaking to a promising youth'45). He
addresses Simichidas by name (21), and Simichidas answers hirn by
name (27), which naturally suggests that the two men already
know each other46 ). Lycidas asks Simichidas where he is going,
and Simichidas teIls hirn, but his reply has a literary orientation.
He compliments Lycidas on his reputation as a1JQLX'ta~, and invites
hirn to sing 'country song' with hirn (35f.):

an' aYE ö~,

~1JVa

yaQ

6öo~ ~1JVa ÖE

xai

aw~,

ßouxoALaaÖWl-tw{}a.
He refers with modesty, or mock modesty, to his own poetic
achievement, admitting that he is not yet equal to 'Sicelidas' (i. e.
Asclepiades) or Philetas (38 H.).
In his reply Lycidas teIls Simichidas that he will give hirn a
stick in recognition of the candour with which he admits his
limitations as a poet (43 f.). In contrast, he disparages overambitious poets and 'cocks of the Muses' who vainly strive to riyal
Homer (45-48). This declaration resembles the message 'small is
beautiful' expressed by Callimachus in Aetia fr. 1, Hymn 2.105 H.
and Epigr. 28 PfeiHer. Lycidas is here in eHect giving advice to
Simidiidas to write poetry of a particular kind, as Apollo did to
Callimachus in Aetia loc. cit. His words resemble the command
given by the god to the young poet in encounter stories with a
poetic orientation47 ). Finally Lrcidas accepts Simichidas' invitation to sing 'country song' (49 .):
43) Cameron p. 296.
44) Cf. Theocr. 4.2 and 3.1-5, though in the latter passage Tityrus may be a

he-goat.
45) Dover p. 149.
46) For a different view see Giangrande pp. 526 f.
47) Arnott pp. 342 f.
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~LI!Lx(öa.

Lycidas' acceptance echoes Simichidas' original invitation (35 f.)
verbally, and seems to express a friendly attitude on his part towards the younger man. His acceptance also means that both Lycidas' and Simichidas' songs can be seen as exemplifying ßOuxoALxa
aOLM, from the point of view of our poem.
Lycidas then delivers his song, in which he prays that Ageanax, whom he loves, will have a safe journey to Mitylene, if he
yields to hirn. The marked poetic orientation of the song deserves
notice. Half of it (71-89) is devoted to the music and poetry to be
heard at Lycidas' celebration of the safe arrival of Ageanax. The
term ßOuxoALxa aOLM would seem to fit the song very weIl here.
The two pipers at the celebration will be shcwherds (71 f.), and the
singer Tityrus, an essentially bucolic name 4 ). Tityrus will sing of
Daphnis, the mythical cowherd of Theocritus 1 and 6, and of the
mythical Comatas, who was, like Lycidas hirnself, both goatherd
and musician. Lycidas ends his song with the wish that Comatas
might have lived in his own day, so that he, Lycidas, might have
~istened to his music while tending his goats, an essentially bucolic
Image.
Simichidas then reiterates the claim that he is able to compose
bucolic song which he had implied in his original invitation to
Lycidas an' aYE ö~, ... ßOUXOALaaÖWl!wl'ta (35 f.). He teIls Lycidas
that he too has wandered in the mountains in search of poetic, or
more particularly bucolic, inspiration, and that the Nymphs have
taught hirn much 49 ). Here the Nymphs, as often, resemble the
Muses 50 ). His song follows, in which he prays for the success of
his friend Aratus in his love for a boy. He begins his song with a
bucolic image, by comparing his love for Myrto with the love of
goats for spring (96 f.). He also appeals to Pan to bring success to
Aratus in his love (103-114). Pan is a god prominent in bucolic
poetry, and so this invocation goes some way to justify Simichidas' claim that he can compose ßOuxoALxa aOLM. But the image of
Simichidas and Aratus watehing by the house of Philinus (122 H.)
is essentially urban. Simichidas was a townsman, and so we may
48) Cf. Hatzikosta ad loc. (p.119): 'What can be said with certainty, is that
is associated with the bucolic world, and must have been employed by
Theocritus as such.'
49) For the interpretation of 91 f. see Giangrande pp. 508-511.
50) Cf. Gow and Dover ad loc., and M. L. West on Hesiod, Theog. 7.
T('tuQo~
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presume that his friend Aratus and Philinus were so also, as nothing in the text associates them with the country. And although in
reallife lovers might no doubt be shut out in the country as weIl as
in the town, in literary tradition x&f..lo~ and l'hJQUVA,LU belong to the
town 51 ). If we consider Simichidas' song as a whole it is much less
bucolic in character than Lycidas'. This can be explained by the
fact that Simichidas was a townsman, unlike the goatherd Lycidas 52 ).
Lycidas then presents hirn with the stick (128 f.), as he had
said he would (43). The gift is not a prize, as the two men had not
been competing with each other, but an expression of friendship
(1;ELV~i:OV). Lycidas' smile (aM YEA.6.aau~ <b~ J't6.Qo~) expresses the
good will tinged with irony which he feels towards his younger
friend. His seniority to Simichidas is shown in the fact that Simichidas does not give hirn any gift in return. In view of the fact that
Lycidas gives Simichidas the stick after listening to his song it
seems natural to see in the gift either an expression of appreciation
of his song, or at least a wish to encourage the younger poet,
notwithstanding ~ny possible lack of achiev~.m.ent revealed by the
song. The words EX MOLaäv (129) show that lt IS to the Muses that
Lycidas and Simichidas owe the 1;Evo~-relationshipexpressed in the
gift'53). If the gift has the Muses' blessing, it would seem that in
making it Lycidas was not merely showing friendship to Simichidas, but also wishing to encourage hirn as a poet.
It has been argued by Giangrande that Lycidas' gift cannot
express his approval of Simichidas as a poet, because Lycidas had
stated his intention of giving hirn the stick before he had heard his
song, when he was still unable to form an opinion of his poetic
worth. But at that point Lycidas had said he would give hirn the
stick because of the candour with which he had admitted his lack
of poetic achievement, rather than because he was an established
poet. And we are free to suppose that this is still his attitude, when
he makes the gift. However that may be, the context in which the

51) Cf. Gow on Theocritus 3 (p. 64): 'It should be noted that the XÖl!!o~ ...
belongs essentially to town life ... The essence of the Idyll is, in fact, the transference of the custom to a rustic setting in which it is evidently absurd .. .' Propertius
(2.19.5 f.) rejoices that Cynthia will be free from the attentions of comasts while
she is in the country.
52) For the characterization of Lycidas and Simichidas see Giangrande
passim.
53) Dover ad loc.
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gift is made, and the words EX Mowäv, make it difficult to exclude
all expression of poetic appreciation from the gift 54 ).
The words EX MOLaäv come just before Lycidas' departure, at
the end of the encounter. They seem to echo the reference to the
Muses at its beginning, a1JV MOLauwL (12). Thus the encounter as a
whole is under the influence of the Muses. It has been said that
Lycidas's gift 'could not fail to remind any Greek' of the Muses'
gift of a branch of laurel to Hesiod in the Theogonl 5). It will be
clear now that it is not just the similarity of the two incidents, but
also the nature of the context in which Lycidas' gift has been
placed, which justified this association. And the association is
pointed by the element of parody, in that the donor is a humble
goatherd, not a god or goddess, while his gift is his everyday
staff56).
III

We may now turn to the sequel. If the writing of poetry, and
more particularly of bucolic poetry, was a central theme of the
encounter, we may expect the same to be true of the sequel.
After Lycidas has left them, Simichidas and his companions
lie down in lush scenery to enjoy a wine of good vintage. It is not
immediately clear that this passage has any literary significance.
Giangrande has interpreted it as revealing the character of the
narrator Simichidas, a townsman who has been invited to the harvest festival, although he has not laboured in the fields and thereby
justified his presence at the festivaP7). Its religious aspects have no
appeal for hirn, and his interests are exclusively hedonistic, somethmg he seeks to conceal with his description of the scenery,
which is merely a smokescreen of conventionalities 58 ). But this
54) In an imitation of Theocritus a stick is areward for bucolic song ([Theocr.] 9.22 f.): "tOL~ IlEv EJ"CEJ'tAU1;UYTlOa xai m'rtLXa öWQov Eöwxa, / ßU<pVLÖL IlEV
xOQuvav, ...
55) Dover p. 149.
56) Segal pp. 22-26.
57) Giangrande p. 502.
58) Cf. especially Giangrande pp. 512 f.: 'Simichidas, dans son recit, laisse
de cote non seulement la fete religieuse, mais meme ces details du banquet qui n'ont
pas de rapport avec l'unique but qui l'a fait venir a la ferme: il ne se preoccupe pas
de faire mention de l'accueil re<;:u chez ses hotes, des necessaires convenevoli, et
procede immediatement a decrire son but: erre couche sur un lit confortable, dans
une ambiance agreable, et boire. Theocrite a probablement entendu faire une satire
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view is perhaps too censorious. It is true that Simichidas had not
shared in the toil of the harvest, but the text nowhere suggests that
he and his companions were uninvited guests. Lycidas' gibe aXAl1"to~ (24) is surely not to be taken seriously; Theocritus makes it
very clear that Lycidas was smiling when he said this (19 f.). Moreover Simichidas is the narrator throughout the whole of the poem.
So if any unfavourable traits can indeed be detected in his characterization, he hirnself is our only authority for them, and such
ironie self-presentation should not be taken too seriously59). Certainly, in enjoying themselves the townsman Simichidas and his
companions were behaving no differently from genuine countrymen; compare the country scene in Longus 2.31.1: TjÖl1 öe l'taQov"twv "tmv a!t<pi. "t~v XAOl'lV, l'tüQ avuxulJOU~ xui. "ta !tev E'!J~OU~ "tmv
xQEmv "ta öe 6l't"t~ou~ al't~Qsu"to "tE "tui:~ NlJ!t<Pm~ xui. xQu"tijQu al'tEOl'tELOE !tEmov YAElJX01J~ xui. EX <p1JAAaÖO~ o"tLßaöu~ Vl'tOmoQEou~ Ev"tEü{tEv
Ev"tQO<pfi ("tE) ~v Mi. l'to"t<p xui. l'tmöL(t60). And their enjoyment of a
good wine is quite compatible with an interest in the more strictly
religious aspects of the festivaI 61 ).
However that may be, Giangrande's interpretation is on the
whole valid, at any rate (to use Arnott's terminology62» from the
perspective of natural realism. But perhaps it does not do justice to
the passage from other 'points of view. To begin with, the fact that
the features mentioned In the description of the scenery are naturally attractive, while springs and the shade of trees are inevitably
des bergeries, comme l'a suggere Legrand, en faisant envelopper a Simichidas son
vrai interet dans uh langage fleuri, plein de lieux communs (pour la Geräuschkulisse
traditionelle, cf. Schönbeck, Der locus amoenus von Homer bis Horaz p. 124; ...):
mais, derriece le rideau de fumee des mots conventionnels, on voit le vrai nüchtern
Simichidas, tel qu'il a ete decrit par Lycidas, se preoccuper seulement d'etre installe
confortablement et de boire du vin de bonne marque.'
59) There are grounds for thinking that Simichidas to some extent represents
Theocritus hirnself (see Dover pp. 146-148). If so, some self-disparagement or
ELQwvELa is understandable. In Satire 1.6 Horace presents his daily life at Rome as
being more simple and carefree than it is likely to have been in reality. Nor is he
likely to have been quite as tongue-tied on being first introduced to Maecenas as he
says he was. Catullus was doubtless better able to deal with women such as the
amica of Varus than the story he teils against hirnself in poem 10 might suggest.
Persius' life was surely not as idle and degenerate as he says it was in Satire 3.
60) For a rustic banquet in a different spirit cf. Alciphron 2 (Letters of
Farmers) 15.2 EOQ'taao~Ev öl; ~aA.' TjöEw~, xat m6~Et}a El~ ~Efu]v xat ~E'ta 'tov
x6Qov ~a6~Et}a ...
61) Compare Tibullus' remarks on a country festival (2.1.29f.): vina diem
celebrent: non jesta luce madere / est rubor, errantes et male ferre pedes, and cf. K.
F. Smith ad loc.
62) Arnott p. 344.
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highly prized in Mediterranean lands, may make us hesitate to see
in the description nothing more than a 'rideau de fumee des mots
conventionnels'.
Moreover Schönbeck has shown that lines 131-157 are a locus
amoenus, that is to say a description of an idealized landscape, a
literary genre with its own traditions and conventions 63 ). It is not
necessary to repeat here his thorough analysis of the passage, but
some aspects of it, which may reveal Theocritus' artistic intentions, deserve mention. On 141 äELÖOV X6Q'UÖOL xui axuv{}(öEC;,
e<J1:EVE 'tQ'UYrov Gow comments: 'The song of the crested lark is said
to be inconspicuous, and it is elsewhere spoken of with contempt',
and that the moaning of the 'tQ'UYrov 'was proverbial for persistency, but is not praised for beauty'. Why then should Simichidas
mention the song of these birds in an idealizing description of a
country spot? The reason, as argued by Hatzikosta, is that the
townsman Simichidas is a 'sham countryman', who 'in his bogus
love for the countryside mixes inappositely the song of birds and
insects traditionally liked (bees, etc.) with the song of birds and
animals which real "campagnards" did not like and which he pretends to like in his overzealous attempt to elaborate the bucolic
setting'64). But it is simpler to suppose, as Gow has suggested, that
135-142 'may merely describe the concert of a fine summer day
without implying that its components are individually agreeable'65). A variety of bird song is in itself attractive, and Schönbeck
observes, in commenting on these lines, that 'das Streben nach
Mannigfaltigkeit' is a constant feature of the locus amoenus 66 ), the
locus amoenus itself being 'ein Naturausschnitt, der dem Genuß
dient'67). In another Theocritean locus amoenus, epigram 4, two
different kinds of bird are heard, blackbirds and nightingales
(9-12), and variety is also found in the song of the blackbird itself,
which is called nOLxLA6'tQU'UAU I-LEAl] (10)68). Compare Virgil's idyllic picture of the Tiber estuary (Aen. 7.32ff.): variae circumque
supraque / adsuetae ripis volucres et fluminis alveo / aethera mulcebant cantu lucoque volabant.

63)
64)
65)
66)
67)

Schönbeck pp. 112-127.
Hatzikosta p. 200.
Gow p. 166.
Schönbeck p.121, cf. pp. 53, 69,102,111.
Schönbeck p. 15 and passim.
~8) T~e nightin~ale's s~ng is itself varied, cf. Od. 19.521 ~ 'tE 1'tU!!U
'tQw:7twau XEEL :7tOAUT]XEa <pwvT]v.
20

Rhein. Mus. f. Philol. 13113-4
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Moreover it seems likely that in introducting the bird song
Theocritus has departed from realism, as has been suggested by
Arnott69 ). Gow has shown that it is reasonably certain that the
action of the poem took place in August, or rossibly July7o). 'At
this time of the year, however, most species 0 bird have ceased to
sing. The purr of the turtle dove (1{lVYWV) can still occasionally be
heard in August, but chaffinches (axuvl}LöEi;) and crested larks
(XOQVÖOL) stop singing in mid-July, and nightingales (Öf..Of..vywv)71)
shortly after mid-June'69). But birds often sing in loci amoeni, and
in particular 'der typische Vogel, dessen Gesang die akustische
Seite der nichtbukolischen Ideallandschaft bestimmt, ist die Nachtigall'72). We have already noticed the nightingale in another Theocritean locus amoenus, epigram 4 (11 f.), where, however, the time
of the year is spring (dUQLVOL 9).
Similar considerations explain the apparent departure from
reality in 138 f. On OXLUQULi; Gow comments that 'from the cicada's point of view the adjective is not very weIl chosen, EV yaQ tOLi;
'ljJVXQOLi; OV YLvOVtm tEttLyEi;, ÖLO oM' EV tOLi; OVOXLOLi; lif..OEaL (Arist.
H. A. 556 A 24); but Theocritus is thinking both of the shade and
of the cicadas as among the attractions of Phrasidamus' party'. In
fact shade is a constant feature of the locus amoenu/ 3), as is the
chirping of the cicadas 74 ), and it seems that Theocritus has here
brought together two traditional motifs, without concern for the
facts of natural history75).
It would seem that the use of motifs traditional to the locus
amoenus has led Theocritus to a more basic departure from realism
in this passage. It is difficult to see how all the features which he
attributes to the picnic spot could have been found in the same
place. The branches of many poplars and elms wave over their
heads (135 f.), while at the same time about them pears and apples
tumble in profusion (Öatjn"-EWi;), and branches of sloes are also
burdened with fruit (144-146)76). Nearby there is not only aspring
69) Arnott, pp. 33M.
70) Gow, p. 127.
71) That Theocritus' OA.OA.uywv was a nightingale, not a frog, has been demonstrated by Heather White, Studies in Theocritus and Other Hellenistic Poets,
Amsterdam 1979, pp. 9-16.
72) Schönbeck, pp. 36 f.
73) Schönbeck, pp. 86, 100, 109, 124, and cf. p. 76 n.S.
74) Schönbeck, pp. 59 f.
75) Schönbeck, p. 119.
76) Schönbeck, p.117, cf. p.12S: 'Beide Teilanlagen (wood and orchard),
die in der Realität gewöhnlich räumlich getrennt sind, werden von Theokrit in ihrer
künstlerischen Darstellung auf engstem Raum zusammengerückt.'
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sacred to the Nymphs (136f.), but other springs as well, surrounded by bees (142). The relationship of the spot to the farm of
Phrasidamus also raises doubts, as farm buildings, farm people and
farm animals are strangely absent. However there is a reference to
the harvest in {}EQW<; (143), and the pears and apples suggest husbandry. The other participants in the festival are not mentioned,
and in general 'die Naturschilderung vermittelt uns nicht den Eindruck, daß Simichidas und seine Begleiter nun einen Ort erreicht
haben, der von buntem Treiben erfüllt ist, wie es sich für ein
Erntefest gehört, sondern den, daß sie in eine menschenleere
Landschaft eingetreten sind, in der sich eine überirdische, von
göttlichen Wesen belebte Natur entfaltet'77). To suppose that
Theocritus composed this description of the place with its numinous atmosphere and unrealistic elements merely to provide a verbal smokescreen to Simichidas' enjoyment of the feast seems an
inadequate explanation, especially if such enjoyment were not in
itself discreditable. Can the passage be shown to have the literary
significance that a consideration of the structure of poem might
lead us to expect?
It is perhaps relevant that natural features similar to those
found here, trees, shade, springs, birdsong, chirping cicadas and
humming bees, are mentioned in Theocritus' other poems as being
attractive. For example, in 5.31-33 Lacon invites Comatas to sing
in a spot which he praises by mentioning trees, a cold stream, a
natural couch of grass, and the chirping of grasshoppers. In
5.45-49 Comatas caps this by heightened praise of another spoeS).
Cf. also 1.106 f., 11.44-48, 13.39-45,22.37-43, epigram 4.1-12 (a
fully developed loeus amoenus).
Particularly interesting is the conversation between Thyrsis
and the goatherd which opens the first poem. Thyrsis mentions a
pine tree by some springs (1 f.), and in his reply the goatherd
mentions a stream falling from a rock (7 f.). Next Thyrsis mentions a knoll with tamarisks (13). Finally the goatherd mentions an
elm, astatue of Priapus, some springs, a shepherds' seat and some
oaks (21-23). The spatial interrelationship of these various features
is vague. It is not clear if the goatherd's stream (7f.) flows from
one of the springs mentioned by Thyrsis (2) or not. Nor is it clear
whether the springs mentioned by the goatherd (xQuv(öwv 22) are
the same as those mentioned by Thyrsis (nuyuim 2). The regular
77) Schönbeck, p. 116.
78) Schönbeck, pp. 128-131.
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semantic difference is that :TtT]yTj means 'natural source' and xQTjvT]
'place where spring water is made artificially available', though
xQTjVT] is sometimes used, especially by poets, to mean a natural
spring 79). So it appears that although Theocritus' language does
not prove that the two sets of springs are distinct, there is certainly
no indication that they are the same. But if they are not the same,
it would seem that he has here, as in poem 7, crowded more
natural features into the same spot than would be possible in
reality. But the way in which the features are distributed among
different speeches makes the departure from realism less palpable
here than in poem 7.
But this lack of realism may have literary significance. It
appears that Theocritus set such a high poetic value on these
natural features that at times he introduced them into his poems at
the expense of realism. Their poetic value doubtless makes them an
appropriate enviro?men,t for the aspiri~g buc?li~ p.oet Simi~hid~s,
the MOLOäv XU:Tt1JQOV o't0I-tU (37), to enJoy. SlmlChldas reclmes m
the delightful spot immediately after his meeting with the senior
bucolic poet Lycidas, so Theocritus is perhaps suggesting that the
lush scenery will inspire hirn to compose ß01JXOf..LXa aOLM, which
will have such scenery as one of its themes.
The cave of the Nymphs (136 f.) seems intended to contribute
to this impression. When Simichidas mentioned the NymEhs before (91-93) they closely resembled the Muses in function ). And
just before he reaches the attractive spot, he receives the stick from
Lycidas as an EX MOLOäv ~ELvTji:ov (129). The stream flowing from
their cave could be associated with the Muses as easily as with the
Nymphs, cf. Pausanias 1.19.5 WEf..01JOL öE 'A'l'hjVULOL XUL af../..WV
ltEwv [EQOV dVaL 'tov 'If..Loov, XUL M01JOWV ßWI-tO~ E:Tt' ulm!> EO'tLV 'If..LaLUÖwv. The 'water of the Muses' was associated with the Delphic
oracle, cf. Plutarch, Mor. 402c M01JOWV yaQ ~v [EQOV Evm'Ültu :TtEQL
't~v avu:Ttvo~V W'Ü VUl-tu'to~, ÖltEV EXQWVW :TtQo~ 'tE 'ta~ f..OLßa~ XUL 'ta~
XEQVLßU~ 't<!> MU'tL wlmp, w~ <:PT]aL ~LI-tWVLÖT]~
EVltU XEQVLßE<JaLV aQuE'taL 't0 Mowäv
XUf..f..LXOI-tWV lJ:TtEvEQltEV ayvov MWQ (Simonides

72 Page).

Pindar uses similar imagery of his own poetry (Isthm. 6.74f.):
:TtLOW O<:pE ~LQXU~ ayvov MWQ, 'to ßUltU~WVOL xOQaL
XQ1JOO:TtE:Ttf..01J Mvul-toouVU~ avE'tELf..UV :TtuQ' ElJ'tELXEaLV KUÖI-t01J
79) R.E.Wycherley C. R. 51 (1937) 2f.
80) Cf. p.289 above.

:TtUf..aL~.
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Later Simichidas addresses the Nymphs as NU!-tcpm Kao'taA(ÖE~
TIaQvaoLov alrto~ ExoLom (148). Here they have become universal,
not merely local, deities, although it appears from 154 f. that they
have not lost their connection with Phrasidamus' farm 8!). The
mention of Delphi points to their literary significance. For the
poetic associations of caves we may compare Homer's cave near
Smyrna (Pausanias 7.5.12): ~!-t'UQva(OL~ öE rto'ta!-to~ MEATl~ üöwQ Eo'ti
xaAALo'tov xai omlAmov Erti 'tai~ rtTlyai~, Ev{}a "ü!-tTlQov rtOLijom 't<l
ErtTl Myo'UaL. Here, as in our poem, there are springs 82 ). In a programmatic
(3.3) Propertius dreams of a cave of the Muses
(27), one 0 whom, Calliope, addresses hirn. The concluding lines
mention aspring: talia Calliope, lymphisque a fonte petitis / ora
Philitea nostra rigavit aqua. Bowie has shown that the imagery is
likely to come from Philetas, who is also likely to have described a
divine encounter83 ). Propertius uses similar imagery in addressing
the shades of Callimachus and Philetas: in vestrum, quaeso, me
sinite ire nemus. / ... / dicite, qua pariter carmen tenuastis in
antro? / quove pede ingressi? quamve bibistis aquam? (3.1.2-6). It
was in similar scenery, a well watered grove of the Nymphs, that
Longus (Pref.) professes to have conceived the idea of writing his
novel 84 ). While Theocritus may have been influenced by Philetas,
the notion that beautiful scenery might inspire literature was adumbrated before the Alexandrian era.
As has been shown by Schänbeck85 ), Sophocles follows the
conventions of the locus amoenus in his description of Colonus
(O.c. 668-693). The Muses favour the place (oUöE Mo'Uoäv XOQo(
VLV UrtEa'tuYTloav 691 f.) and the Nymphs are also found there
(678-680). Thus Sophocles implies, or might be thought to imply,
that the natural beauties of Colonus might inspire poets, not least
hirnself, who was born there.
The Phaedrus of Plato 86 ) offers a more sustained expression
of the belief that nature can provide inspiration. As in Theocritus
7, the time of day is noon (229 A). Socrates' detailed description of

roem

81) Cf. Dover on line 148.
82) The identification of the cave as Homer's was doubtless facilitated by the
presence in the Ithacan cave of the Nymphs (Od. 13.103-112) of üöm;' aEVuovw
(109). Compare the four springs (Od. 5.70) by the cave of Calypso. At Rome the
grove of the Camenae contained a grotto and aspring OuvenaI3.12-20, Platner and
Ashby, Topographical Dict. of Ancient Rome p. 89).
83) Bowie PI? 83 f. Cf. Horace, Odes 3.4.40 Pierio ... antro.
84) Cf. Bowle, p. 84.
85) Schönbeck, pp. 88-102.
86) Cf. Cameron, pp. 305 f.
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the spot where the conversation takes place (230 B-C) follows, as
Schönbeck has shown 87), the conventions of the locus amoenus.
The trees, the stream, the chirping cicadas, and the natural restingplace are all features which it shares with the locus amoenus of
Theocritus 7. Especially interesting is the presence of the Nymphs
here, as in Theocritus. It is not necessary to repeat Schönbeck's
admirable analysis of this passage, but it will be worth noticing
how Plato refers to the beauty and the sacred character of the place
repeatedly throughout the dialogue. After listening to Lysias'
speech, Socrates says he feels able to deliver a better one, with
inspiration coming from outside hirnself: f..ELn:EtaL öi] OLf..laL E~ 0./../..0tgLülV n:O{}EV Vaf..lUtülV ÖLU tii~ axoii~ n:En:f..Tlgwa{}aL f..lE ÖLXTlV ayyELo'U
(235 C-D). Here the source of inspiration is left indefinite, but the
reader is prepared for the later references to the Nymphs and to
nature. Shortly afterwards (236 D) Phaedrus' oath by the plane
tree serves to remind us of the spot: ~ ßOUf..EL ti]v n:t..amvov ta'UtTlVL;
The deictic ta'UtTlVL is natural to conversation, but also helps the
reader to visualize the scene. Theocritus uses demonstratives in the
same way, e. g. 1.1 f. 6.M tL tO 'lIJL%gLaf..la xai 6. n:Lt'U~, aLn:Of..E,
t~va, / 6. n:oti tai~ n:ayaiaL f..lEf..LaÖEtaL88).
Before beginning his first speech Socrates invokes the Muses
(237 A). The Muses are universal,rather than'local, deities, but it
will appear from some later passages in the Phaedrus that they
closely resemble the local Nymphs. Socrates then interrupts his
first speech to ask Phaedrus atug ... öoxw tL aOL, wan:Eg Ef..la'Ut<1>,
{}Eiov n:u{}o~ n:En:OV{}EVaL; His explanation is: t<1> OVtL yug {}Eio~ EOLXEV 6 t6n:0~ dVaL, watE EUV aga n:Of..f..UXL~ v'Uf..lcp6f..Tln:tO~ n:goL6vto~
'tou f..6yo'U yEVülf..laL, f..li] {}a'Uf..lUan~ (238 C-D). At the end of his first
speech Socrates refers again to the Nymphs: &g' oLa{}' ÖtL {mo tWV
N'Uf..lcpwv, ai~ f..lE au n:goußaf..E~ EX n:govoLa~, aacpw~ Ev{}o'UaLUaül; (241
E). He teIls Phaedrus he is leaving: xayw tOV n:otaf..lov tOUtOV ÖLaßu~ an:EgXOf..laL n:giv un:o aou tL f..lEi~ov avayxaa{}ijVaL (242 A). Socrates could have threatened to go without mentioning the Ilissus, but
Plato has not neglected this opportunity to remind the reader of
the scene (note the demonstrative toUtov). In his reply Phaedrus
mentions the time of day: ~ mJX 6g~~ w~ aXEMv ~ÖTl f..lEOTlf..lßgLa
i:atataL tl öi] xaf..o'Uf..lEvTl ata{}Egu; (242 A). That Plato should refer
a~ain to the noon shows that it was not an insignificant detail for
hIrn.
87) Schönbeck, pp. 102-111.
88) Cf. R. G. M. Nisbet and M. Hubbard on Horace, Odes 2.11.13.
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Socrates' second speech follows, and he then introduces the
theme of speech-writing (257 C-258 E). This brief introduction is
followed by an interlude, which recalls the country scene. Yet
again we are reminded that it is mid-day (259 A), and the chirping
of the cicadas prompts Socrates to tell the myth of their origin.
One of the purposes of the myth is to appeal for divine support
from the Muses in the task that lies ahead 89 ). The fact that this
interlude is placed after the introduction of the theme of speechwriting serves to indicate that the inspiration of the local scene is
not confined to Socrates' speeches on love, but extends over the
whole dialogue.
Early in the discussion of rhetoric Socrates twice refers to his
speeches and to Lysias'. He professes to see the influence of the
EV'tOrtWL 'ltWL in the fact that they show how a man who knows the
truth can mislead his audience: xai 'EYWYE, <1 <l>aiöQE, aLLLWf.laL 'toiJ~
EVWrtLOU~ 'ltwu~. l:ow~ ÖE xai OL 'tWV Mouowv rtQo<pfimL OL UrtEQ XE-

<paAfi~ cl>öoi EmrtErtVEuXO'tE~ av ~f.liv ELEV WÜW 't0 YEQa~' Oll YUQ rtOU
'EYWYE 'tEXV1j~ LLVO~ WÜ MYELV f.lEWXO~ (262 D). A little later he

playfully sees the same deities as the composers of his speeches:
<pEÜ, öoep MYEL~ 'tEXVLxw'tEQa~ NUf.l<pa~ 't:<'x~ 'AXEAci>OU xai IIäva 'tov
'EQf.lo'Ü AUOLOU w'Ü KE<pUAOU rtQo~ A.6you~ ELVaL (263 D). The way in
which the same influence is attributed to the cicadas, the rtQo<pfi'taL
'tWV Mouowv, in the first passage as to the Nymphs in the second,

shows the close similarity between Muses and Nymphs.
Near the end of the dialogue Socrates asks Phaedrus to take a
message to Lysias: xai OU 'tE EA'ltWV <PQU~E AUOL<;,x Ö'tL VW xamßuv'tE E~
't0 Nuf.l<pwv väf.lu 'tE xai f.loUOEiov ~XOUOaf.lEV AOYWV ... (278 B). That
Phaedrus is asked to tell hirn not only about the results of the
discussion but also about the place where it was held, clearly
indicates the importance of the latter. The way in which the
Nuf.l<pwv 'tE LLVWV xai 'AXEAci>OU LEQOV of the locus amoenus (230 B) is
here called f.loUOEiov again shows the similarity of Nymphs and
Muses.
At the conclusion of the dialogue Phaedrus remarks that the
noon heat has abated, and Socrates prays to Pan and the other local
gods (279 B), a reference especially to the Nymphs.
The way in which Plato has made references to the Nymphs
and to the local scene throughout the dialogue leaves no doubt
about their influence on Socrates. An ancient reader familiar with
the Phaedrus might weIl suppose that the scenery, and especially
89) Cf. R. Hackforth's translation p.1I8.
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the Nymphs, of the Theocritean loeus amoenus might have the
same kind of influence on Simichidas. In Plato virtually all the
references to the scenery are placed in the mouth of Socrates. And
in Theocritus the fact that it is Simichidas who praises the scenery
makes it appropriate for hirn to be inspired by it. And the analogy
of other encounter stories might further suggest that it was as a
result of his encounter with Lycidas that Simichidas should, perhaps not light upon the idyllic country spot itself, but at least be
receptive to its inspiring influence.
However that may be, the hypothesis that the last part of the
poem expresses the result of the encounter between Lycidas and
Simichidas may seem better founded if we look at it from another
point of view. So far we have considered this part of the poem as a
narrative, in which Simichidas records an event in his past life. But
the narrative is in poetic form, and so he is at the same time a poet.
Moreover the subject-matter of this part of the poem is rustic;
from the departure of Lycidas to its end it is quite free of urban
elements. Surely then we have here an example of ßOlJXOAUt<X umM. In Simichidas' song (96-127), however, the country element
was, as we saw, very limited. The contrast with the rich profusion
of country images in the loeus amoenus, a profusion which overflows the boundaries of realism, is very striking. Surely this contrast is deliberate, and Theocritus is implying that the encounter
with Lycidas, and perhaps more particularly the gift of the stick,
has enabled Simichidas to sing ßOlJXOALXa umM. We noticed earlier
that in an encounter a gift from god to man was often accompanied
by a command. In some cases there was a command, but no gift.
In our poem Lycidas does not accompany his parting gift with a
command, though his earlier commendation to Simichidas of the
litera~ doctrine 'small is beautiful' (45-48) resembles a command 0). However it seems likely that this gift of the stick implies
his encouragement of his younger friend to pursue his poetic aspirations. The fluency with which the images in the loeus amoenus
succeed each other suggests ease of composition, and Simichidas
may be supposed to owe this facility to the influence of Lycidas.
Here we may find an analogy in Pausanias' story of Aeschylus'
vision of Dionysus 91 ). There it is specifically the ease of composition rather than the composition of tragedies in itself which is

90) Cf. p.288 above.
91) Cf. pp. 285 f. above.
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attributed to the inspiration of the god, cf. <b~ ÖE ~v TjIlEQa - :TtELih::92
O1'}m yaQ Wd.ELV - Q(i01;a ijÖTl :TtELQcbIlEVO~ :TtOLELV ).
SO far we have considered the final part of the poem largely in
relation to Simichidas, but we may now ask whether it sheds any
light on Lycidas, even though he has left the scene. The spot where
Simichidas and his friends recline is not merely attractive but sacred, as is shown by the cave of the Nymphs: 'to ö' EyyUftEv LEQOV
MWQ / NUllcpäv E~ aV'tQoLO XU'tELßOIlEVOV xEAaQu~E (136 f.). GOW 93 )
re~ards LEQOV as 'probably no more than an epitheton ornans', but
thlS view conflicts with the conventions of Hellenistic poetry,
where 'every single word serves a purpose'94). And the curious
absence of human activity in the spot contributes to the impression
of holiness 95 ); similarly the Phaedrus was set EV E~TlIlL<;X (236 q,
and the conversation took place Ev TjOUXL<;X (229 A)9 ).
The indications in the text are confirmed by the religious
feeling of the Greeks, for whom, from the earliest times, springs
were sacred97 ). Naturally the area immediately surrounding the
spring would share in its sacred character. Such feeling is reflected
in Pausanias' description of the setting of the temple of the
Nymphs at Cyrtone, north of lake Copais (9.24.4): EO'tL öE alJ'toftL
xai MWQ 'ljJuXQov EX :TtE'tQa~ aVEQxoIlEVOV' VUllcpÜlV öE LEQOV E:Tti 'tTI
:TtTlyft xai aAoo~ ou IlEya EO'tLV, T]IlEQa öE ÖIlOLW~ :Ttav'ta Ev 'tq> aAoEL
öEvöQa98 ). This simple description is factual, not literary, but the
literary motif of the locus amoenus has its roots in such passages,
and in poetry loci amoeni are regularly also loci sancti. The cave of
Calypso, surrounded by woods (Odyssey 5.55-73), the precinct
92) Cf. Penelope Murray, Poetic Inspiration in Early Greece,

J.

H. S. 101

(19~1), pp. 87-100. On pp. 94-96 she discusses the importance of fIuency in the

earhest Greek poetry and in later times, and observes that 'fIuency of composition
is a common characteristic of inspiration in all periods.'
93) On Theocr. 1.69.
94) Hatzikosta ad loc. (p. 196), who gives further references.
95) Schönbeck, p. 116.
96) It was in similar circumstances that 'AQE1:~ and KUXLU appeared to
Herakles 'am Scheidewege', cf. Xen. Mem. 2.1.21 E~EAtt6V1:U EL~ T]01JXLUV.
97) Cf. L. R. FarnelI, The Cults of the Greek States 5, pp. 420 f. 'No objects
of the natural world attracted the religious devotion of the primitive and later
Greeks so much as the river and springs, and no other obtained so general a
recognition in the cults of the Greek states.' Cf. ibid. p.424 'The worship (of the
Nymphs) ... was widely prevalent and was probably universal, having been taken
over by the state-religion from the primitive beliefs of the countryside.'
98) Compare the sanctuary of the Nemeseis at Smyrna (Pausanias 7.5.2):
'AAE~UVOQov ... aqJLXEof}m 1tQo~ Nf!.IEOEWV AEyOUOLv LEQ6v, XUL 1tT)yf11:E E1tL1:UXELV ul!'tov xm 1tAU1:0VCP 1tQo 1:OÜ 6EQOÜ, 1t~lpUXUL\1 OE E1tL 1:0Ü ÜÖa1:0~.
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of the temple of Aphrodite, as described by Sappho (Sappho 2
Lobel and Page), and the grove of the Eumenides at Colonus
(Sophocles, O.c. 16-18,668-693) are all sacred places 99 ). A rudimentary loeus amoenus, which is also sacred, appears in Iliad
2.305 H.: ~!LEit; ö' altlpi nEQi xQi}V'T)V LEQOiJt; xatet ßWltoiJt; / EQÖO!LEV
a{}aVUtoLOL tEA'T)EOOat; EXatO!Lßat;, / xaAfl uno nAataVLot<p, Ö{}EV QEEV
ayAaov VöwQ. Compare the fountain in Ithaca, sacred to the
Nymphs 100 ), where Odysseus and Eumaeus meet Melantheus
(Od. 17.208 H.): altlpI, ö' aQ' aLydQwv MatOtQElpEWV ~v aAOOt;, /
nUVtoOE X'UXAOtEQEt;, xatet ÖE 'IjJ'UXQov QEEV VöwQ / U'ljJO{}EV EX nEtQ'T)t;·
ßWItOt; Ö' ElpVnEQ{}E tEt'UXtO / V'U!LlpUWV, ö{}L nUVtEt; E3tLQQE~WXOV MitaL, and the grove of Athene in Phaeacia (Od. 9.291 f.): öi}ELt;
ayAaov aAOOt; 'A{}i}VT)t; ayXL XEAEV{}O'U / aLYELQwV' EV ÖE xQi}v'T) VUEL,
altlpI, ÖE AEL!LWV. It is true that the description of the orchard of
Alcinous (Od. 7.112-132) lacks any reference to the gods, although it contains many of the typical features of the loeus amoenus. The reason would seem to be that such a reference was not
necessary in a description which had the specialized aim of expressing fruitfulness 101 ). However Longus seems to have feit the absence of the gods, for he makes good the deficiency in his own
imitation of the passage (4.3.1): Lva to'Ü naQaöELoo'U tO ItWaLtatoV
EnL !Liixot; xaL diQot; ~v, VEWt; ~LOVVOO'U xai ßWIt0t; ~v. An interesting
passage in connection with the divine associations of the loeus
amoenus is Livy 1.21.3: lucus erat quem medium ex opaeo speeu
fons perenni rigabat aqua. quo quia se persaepe Numa sine arbitris
velut ad eongressum deae inferebat, Camenis eum lueum sacravit,
quod earum ibi eoncilia eum eoniuge sua Egeria essent. For Livy
Numa's meetings with Egeria were a fiction by which he sought to
instil the fear of the gods into the people (cf. Livy 1.19.5). It
follows that Numa made use of such scenery in his propaganda
precisely because it had divine associations.
In all the other encounter stories with a literary orientation it
was a god, not a man, who met the poet, except in the story about
Pindar, for whom bees were the transmitters of inspiration. The
meeting of Lycidas with Simichidas is then unusual in that it is a
man who meets the aspiring poet. However in the story about
Archilochus the Muses were disguised as women, and indeed the
human disguise of gods is a common feature of encounter stories
99) Cf. Schönbeck, pp. 61 H., 78 ff., 88 ff.
100) Cf. Schönbeck, p.34 'Unter den Gottheiten sind es vor allem Nymphen, welche die Ideallandschaft beleben.'
101) Schönbeck, pp. 70 ff.
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in general. Such disguise is perhaps a partial parallel to the story in
Theocritus. But although Lycidas was a goatherd, Theocritus has
inserted into his narrative a number of hints which suggest an
analogy between hirn and the tfl0ds of other stories. Some of these
have already been mentioned l ); another is Lycidas' smile, which
Theocritus mentions three times (19 f., 42, 128 f.). Although this is
wholly intelligible on the human level, it nevertheless seems to
suggest the quiet smile often attributed to gods, which expresses
their command of a situation in which human beings are baffled I03 ). And Arnott asks whether it is merely a coincidence that
the crooked countryman's stick that Lycidas carries is often carried by gods such as Pan in Hellenistic works of art I04 ). Lycidas is
also closely connected with the Muses; Simichidas calls hirn 'dear
to the Muses' (95), and, as we noticed earlier, Theocritus suggests
that the meetin~ of Lycidas and Simichidas as a whole was under
(.
their influence l ).
After the departure of Lycidas, Simichidas and his friends
reach the place whose attractive scenery is described by Theocritus
according to the conventions of the loeus amoenus. It may be
suggested that the fact that this place is sacred in character has
some inner connection with the supernatural aura surrounding
Lycidas. If Theocritus has modelled his narrative on stories in
which an encounter between god and man is regularly followed by
a sequel expressing the result of the encounter, it seems likely that
the sacred character of the spot is intended to confirm the validity
of the divine motifs in the presentation of Lycidas. If however
these divine motifs were, as some might claim, wholly imaginary,
it would not be clear why, immediately after Lycidas' departure,
Simichidas should find hirnself in a numinous place, and its sacred
character might seem to have a merely ornamental function in the
structure of the poem.
It was immemorial Greek belief that a €oet drew his inspiration from a divine source outside himselfl 6). When Theocritus
102) Cf. pp. 276 f. above.
103) See Cameron, p.305 n.64 and Arnott, p.340. To their examples add
Longus 1.4.2 "tu ayu,,,!w"ta "twv NUflCPWV O1hwv AL~OL~ En:EJtOLT]"tO· JtOÖE~ avultoÖE"tOL, XEi:QE~ eL~ WflOU~ YUflvaL, XOflaL flEXQL "twv auxEvwv AEAUflEVaL, ~wfla
JtEQL "t~v L~UV, flELÖLafla ltEQL "t~v öCPQuv.
104) Arnott, p.340.
105) Arnott, p. 343 and pp. 290f. above.
106) Kambyhs, pp. 11-16. Cf. Pene10pe Murray, op. cit., who shows that in
the earliest period the concept of inspiration did not involve ecstasy or possession,
and was balanced by a belief in the Jmportance of craft.
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made the goatherd Lycidas encourage Simichidas to pursue his
poetic aspirations he was modifying, or parodying, this tradition,
but not abandoning it. Lycidas is presented as being in an undefined sense the agent or spokesman of the Muses. The sacred
character of the spot which Simichidas and his companions reach
after his departure, no less than the divine motifs which attach to
hirn, show that Theocritus was not seeking to secularize his story
of Dichterweihe.
At an earlier stage we noticed some ways in which our poem
resembles Plato's Phaedrus. However the question whether the
resemblances are sufficiently close to show that Theocritus was
consciously imitating Plato was not raised. Perhars the importance of the Nymphs and the feeling for the natura scene in both
works, and the fact that both conversations occur at midday, are
features which can be attributed to a common culture or literary
tradition, rather than direct imitation. But there is a similarity of
structure which may point in the other direction. In Phaedrus 230
C-D Phaedrus teIls Socrates that in the country he (Socrates)
seems more of a tourist than a native, the reason being that he
never ventures beyond the walls of Athens. Socrates replies: ~uy
y(yvwaxE !J.OL, cl) agLa'tE. qnAo!J.a{}Yj~ yag d!J.L· 'ta !J.EV ovv xwgLa xat 'ta
öEvöga OUöEV !J.' WEAEL ÖLöUaXELV, ot ö' EV 't<p aa'tEL avfrgw:rtoL. This
declaration is, however, at odds with the dialogue as a whole, in
which, as has been seen, Plato makes it clear that Socrates was
deeply influenced by the natural scene. Similarly Theocritus presents Simichidas as very much a townsman, in contrast with the
genuine countryman Lycidas 107). But although he is a townsman
his encounter with Lycidas enables hirn to sing of the beauties of
the country with great fluency. The fact that both works show a
similar irony in the presentation of the townsman in the country
may suggest that Theocritus was directly influenced by Plato.
Aberdeen

107) See Giangrande passim.
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